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Optics
Aim:
- Create a database with        
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The Setup
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The Setup
2
→1 BRDF configuration :
1 pixel + 1 rotation
→Isotropic BRDF only
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Uncertainties Propagation
?
Initial error Final error
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Results









































Uncertainty model results :
Angular resolution : 0.1° → 12°
(normal to grazing view angle)
Value uncertainty : 3% → 100%
Range (    ,    ,       ) : (0-85°, 0-90°, 0-360°)
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Uncertainty Analysis
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View elevation Light elevation Azimuthal angle
Light independent
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Uncertainty Analysis
 Unreliable grazing angle measurements
→3 orders of magnitude
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Uncertainty Analysis
 Unreliable grazing angle measurements
→3 orders of magnitude
 Main source of error :
→focal and light uncertainties                 
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 Non-uniformities :
− White light speckle
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Issues and Future Work
 Non-uniformities :
− White light speckle
− Light field
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Conclusion
 BRDF measurement with quantified 
uncertainties
 Absolute definition of the setup's quality of 
measurement
 Possible comparison between different 
setups
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Thank you for your attention
Data will be released on ALTA:
http://alta.gforge.inria.fr/data.html
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Supplemental
 Depth-of-field ?
 Other results ?
 Formulas ?
 Order of errors by parameters (11) ?
 Videos ?
